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Abstract

Advances in modeling fuel rod behavior and accumulations of adequate experimental data have made
possible the introduction of quantitative methods to estimate the uncertainty of predictions made with
best-estimate fuel rod codes. The uncertainty range of the input variables is characterized by a
truncated distribution which is typically a normal, lognormal, or uniform distribution. While the
distribution for fabrication parameters is defined to cover the design or fabrication tolerances, the
distribution of modeling parameters is inferred from the experimental database consisting of separate-
effects tests and global tests. The final step of the methodology uses a Monte Carlo type of random
sampling of all relevant input variables and performs best-estimate code calculations to propagate
these uncertainties in order to evaluate the uncertainty range of outputs of interest for design analysis,
such as internal rod pressure and fuel centerline temperature. The statistical method underlying this
Monte Carlo sampling is non-parametric order statistics, which is perfectly suited to evaluate quantiles
of populations with unknown distribution. The application of this method is straightforward in the case
of one single fuel rod, when a 95/95 statement is applicable: "with a probability of 95% and
confidence level of 95% the values of output of interest are below a certain value." Therefore, the
0.95-quantile is estimated for the distribution of all possible values of one fuel rod with a statistical
confidence of 95%. On the other hand, a more elaborate procedure is required if all the fuel rods in the
core are being analyzed. In this case, the aim is to evaluate the following global statement: "with 95%
confidence level, the expected number of fuel rods which are not exceeding a certain value is all the
fuel rods in the core except only a few fuel rods." In both cases, the thresholds determined by the
analysis should be below the safety acceptable design limit. An indirect method, which is
computationally efficient, is presented for the evaluation of the global statement. It is proved that, r,
the expected fraction of fuel rods exceeding a certain limit is equal to the (l-r)-quantile of the overall
distribution of all possible values from all fuel rods. In this way, the problem is reduced to that of
estimating a certain quantile of the overall distribution, and the same techniques used for a single rod
distribution can be applied again. A simplified test case was devised to verify and validate the
methodology. The fuel code was replaced by a transfer function dependent on two input parameters.
The function was chosen so that analytic results could be obtained for the distribution of the output.
This offers a direct validation for the statistical procedure. Also, a sensitivity study has been
performed to analyze the effect on the final outcome of the sampling procedure, simple Monte Carlo
and Latin Hypercube Sampling. Also, the effect on the accuracy and bias of the statistical results due
to the size of the sample was studied and the conclusion was reached that the results of the statistical
methodology are typically conservative. In the end, an example of applying these statistical techniques
to a PWR reload is presented together with the improvements and new insights the statistical
methodology brings to fuel rod design calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical methods involving direct applications of the Monte Carlo sampling technique have
been proposed in recent years as an alternative to the traditional conservative bounding
calculations for fuel rod design and licensing analyses. They have been successfully applied
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for licensing calculations of several utilities and accepted by licensing authorities in Germany,
Sweden and Switzerland [1]. Probabilistic techniques are already accepted as legitimate ways
of demonstrating that fuel behavior satisfies the imposed safety criteria [2]. Probabilistic
techniques consist of a best-estimate code that is used in conjunction with an uncertainty
evaluation to provide the assurance of not exceeding the applicable limits with a certain
probability, nominally 95%.

The standard fuel rod mechanical analysis for normal operating conditions is based on
conservative calculations with bias in the models and/or input values and power history to
obtain the overall bounding output value to be compared with a pre-defined criterion. While
these methodologies are overly conservative in some cases, they also have a certain procedure
of defining limiting power histories which is difficult to prove as being all-covering, ab-initio.
Therefore, more conservatism is introduced by uprating the power history and the operational
margin is further reduced.

It is the purpose of the best-estimate methodology presented in this paper to offer an
alternative analysis that provides a more realistic estimation of the operational margin and
offers additional insight in the global characterization of a fuel reload.

2. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

The goal of the methodology can be stated as follows:

"Provide a methodology to analyze fuel rod performance during normal operating and
anticipated abnormal occurrence conditions for given fuel reload and power plant. This goal
will be achieved by using a best-estimate code and a method of analyzing the uncertainty
propagation through the code of known statistical variances of input variables, including:
manufacturing parameters such as gap, pellet and cladding dimensions, pellet density, etc;
modeling parameters such as pellet thermal conductivity, fission gas diffusion coefficient, etc;
environmental parameters of which the power history is the most important."

The performance judgement is based on pre-defined thresholds for the critical output
parameters (such as gas pressure, cladding plastic hoop strain, etc.) that are evaluated by the
code. The evaluation criteria will be adequately expressed in probabilistic terms. This means
that the final statement must assure that the fuel rods subjected to the given power histories
will not exceed the pre-established threshold or will exceed it by only a small probability. The
location of different fuel rods in the core determines the power history that fuel rods will
experience. Thus, when talking about a certain fuel rod it is implied that a certain power
history is associated with it. From these requirements a suggested final statement was
proposed and was explored in this study, as follows:

(a) The expected number of rods exceeding the threshold must be not greater than a pre-
established value, typically 1 or a few fuel rods with 95% confidence level.

Alternatively or additionally, a second final statement can be considered:

(b) With 95% probability and 95% confidence level the extreme fuel rod, i.e. the fuel rod
associated with the highest load, does not exceed the threshold"

The first part of the statement assures that there is no significant accumulation of fuel rods
close to the threshold which could potentially lead to a higher than accepted probability of
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having one of them exceeding the limit. The adequacy of this probabilistic statement is based
on the extremely low probability that all the fuel rods belonging to the group of extreme fuel
rods have their characteristics equal to the most unfavorable values. In the second part, the
95% probability level reflects that it is very unlikely to achieve in practice the particular
combination of input parameters and power history that result in extreme output values. The
95% confidence level is required because of the statistical processing of uncertainties and
adequately quantifies the level of conservatism of the analysis.

Whereas the first statement (a) can be treated in principle by direct Monte Carlo calculations
with the full set of power histories, the second statement (b) needs a more sophisticated
procedure, consisting of several steps. First, a sensitivity analysis (Response Surface Method
and/or Monte-Carlo Sampling) is performed in order to define the combination of input
variables which is appropriate to select the rods with the highest load. Next, the code is run
for all the fuel rods (i.e. power histories) with the set of appropriate input values and the most
limiting rods are identified. Finally, an uncertainty analysis is performed, based on Monte-
Carlo sampling, to estimate for the extreme fuel rod the 95% percentile with 95% confidence
level and verify that this is below the threshold.

The input variables considered in the uncertainty analysis can be categorized into dimensional
as-fabricated data and material properties, modeling parameters, and power history.

The tolerance range for input variables is either given or obtained by truncating the given
distribution at a percentile level, which is physically limiting or practically significant.
Typically, the +1-3 times the standard deviation is the symmetrical uncertainty range used.

The internal rod pressure was selected as the output performance parameter to be evaluated in
this study. Based on previous parametric sensitivity studies [3, 4] and on theoretical analysis,
the most important fuel rod parameters affecting internal rod pressure are the fuel-to-clad gap
and the initial fill gas pressure. Pellet densification and cladding creep are usually classified
as modeling parameters and affect the internal rod pressure evolution through their controlling
radial and axial gap evolution. The appropriate set of input variables that lead to the rod with
the highest load contains variation of the following parameters: pellet-to-cladding radial gap,
filling gas pressure, plenum and dishing volumes, densification, fuel swelling, cladding
inward creep and fission gas release.

The modeling parameters are generally physical variables that are key to the physical models
analyzed and present a material variability or are not accurately known. Gas atom diffusion
coefficient and creep activation energy, are such examples. Also, constants of semi-empirical
models which are obtained by calibrating against experimental data have an uncertainty range
incorporating both the fitting and the experimental uncertainties. There are several ways of
obtaining the uncertainty associated with modeling parameters. A more involved procedure
[3] would be to perform an uncertainty analysis for the specific benchmarking databases and
validate in this way several modeling parameters. A simplified and practical method [1] is
based on selecting one modeling parameter for a specific benchmarking (i.e. the fission gas
release database) and then varying it for each case in part until the experimental value is
matched. The range of values obtained in this way for the respective modeling parameter
defines its uncertainty range. This procedure incorporates in the modeling parameter
uncertainty all other sources of uncertainty affecting the experimental data points. Care must
be exercised when applying this modeling uncertainty in specific analyses not to double
account some uncertainties which would introduce too much conservatism in the analysis.
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The second method was used to derive the modeling uncertainties for the examples presented
in this paper.

3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WHOLE CORE USING NON-PARAMETRIC
ORDER STATISTICS

The statistical method used to evaluate the various distributions required by the final
statement is the "non-parametric order statistics". This is particularly suited to estimate
quantiles of populations with an unknown distribution function. Let the p-th population
quantile be denoted by qp. Then, qp is defined in terms of the cumulative distribution function,
Fx(x),of the population as the real number which satisfies the equation:

Fx(qP) = P

Then, irrespective of the distribution function, Fx(x), the values of the sampled elements can
be mapped into the range [0,1] of the cumulative distribution function, which is uniformly
distributed regardless of what Fx(x) is.

Thus, after drawing a random sample from the population, Xi, X2, ..., Xn an unique ordered
arrangement exists, as follows: X(i) < X@) < ... < X(n), where the bracketed indices indicate
the order. This will provide different order statistics, one of which is a given quantile. It is
proven theoretically that the r-th order statistics, X(r) is an un-biased and asymptotically exact
estimator of the p = (r/n) quantile, qp, of the population. Confidence bounds can be calculated
and the upper 95% confidence bound is of special interest in our case. The distribution of the
r-th order statistics is binomial since any sampled element can be classified as either being
less than qp , with probability P(X < qp) = p, or greater than qp with probability P(X > qp) = 1-
p. Thus the sampling process can be considered as a series of n repeated independent trials of
a Bernoulli variable with parameter p. Then the upper a confidence bound can be calculated
as follows. X(S) is the desired a confidence level estimate of qp if the probability of having X(S)
smaller than qp is (1-ct) (a small number). This happens for any combination where j of the
largest sample values, with j greater or equal to s are smaller than qp, and the following
formula is obtained:

J=s

where Ip denotes the incomplete beta function. The solution of this equation, s, provides the
required order statistics for the upper a-confidence level estimate of the qp population
quantile. This equation can be solved numerically, or an analytic approximation can be used
for large (greater than 20) samples. Based on the normal distribution approximation to the
binomial distribution [5], the result of which is:

s - qpn + za[p(l-p)n]° 5 for np(l-p) > 9

where za is the normal distribution parameter corresponding to the one-sided a quantile and n
is the number of sampled elements.

The application of the order statistics to the evaluation of the 95 percentile (quantile expressed
in percentage) of the extreme fuel rod distribution is straightforward and follows the method
just described. A random sample is obtained by directly Monte-Carlo sampling the multi-
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variate input variable, consisting of fabrication parameters, modeling parameters and power
history. The 95 percentile is then estimated according to the previous formula.

For the cumulative characteristic, the expected number of fuel rods exceeding the threshold,
two approaches are possible. The direct way would be to sample a multi-variate input vector
for all fuel rods prone to exceed the threshold and count how many fuel rods exceeded the
threshold for each sample event. Then, the expected number can be estimated as the sample
average. The second way is provided by the following link which exists between the
distribution of all possible values from all fuel rods, called an overall distribution, and the
distribution of the fraction of fuel rods exceeding the threshold:

"The expected fuel rod fraction, p, of all rods, that do not exceed the threshold q is equal to
the p-quantile, qp, of the overall pressure distribution."

This statement can be proved as follows. Let us assume that there are m fuel rods with
probability, P(i) = pi, of exceeding the limit qp. Then, it can be shown (using mathematical
induction), by constructing the discrete distribution of the number of fuel rods, that the
expected number of fuel rods not exceeding the limit is equal to the sum of individual rod
probabilities and then the expected rod fraction of fuel rods not exceeding the limit is
obtained by dividing by m. There is an alternative simpler proof for the first part of the
previous statement. Each fuel rod in part can have two possible outcomes: not exceeding the
limit with probability pi, or exceeding the limit with probability (1-pi), and thus it can be
considered as a random variable:

0 \-Pi

The sum of all m random variables is also a random variable, X = ]jT &r:, and its expected

value is:

E(X) = E(£ «, ) = £ E(G>J ) = J pj and then p = E(X)/m
j=\ j=l .7=1

On the other hand, the quantile, qp, of the overall pressure distribution associated to p, can be
calculated according to its definition: the quantile, qp, associated to p is the probability that
the output value, selected at random from all possible values of all fuel rods, is less than qp.
Since all fuel rods are equally probable, the probability of choosing any of the fuel rods is 1/m
and for any fuel rod the probability of having the output value less than qp is P(i) = pj. Then
the desired probability is the sum of individual rod failure probabilities weighted by 1/m, the
equal probability factor. Thus the fraction associated to the qp quantile is

7=1 m

which obviously is the same as obtained before for the fraction of fuel rods exceeding the
limit, and thus the statement is proved.

Therefore, the statement (a) can be re-formulated in terms of quantiles of the overall output
distribution as:
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"The overall output quantile equivalent to the pre-established number of expected fuel rods
exceeding the limit should be less than the pre-defined threshold."

4. EXAMPLES OF APPLYING THE METHODOLOGY

The methodology presented before was implemented into a FORTRAN code which calls the
selected fuel code as a subroutine. The front-end sampling part and the back-end statistical
analysis part are code-independent. The modules to prepare specific fuel code input decks
must be supplied by the user. The user can select the sampling method as either the Simple
Monte-Carlo method (SMC) or Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). The distribution of
different input variables can be specified as normal, log-normal, uniform, or tabulated form.
The code can be run on either a PC or a UNIX-HP platform and a typical reload calculation
can be done overnight.

Two PWR cases were considered to illustrate the methodology. Case 1 consisted of 60 fresh
UO2 17x17 fuel assemblies, to be inserted in the reactor in a typical reload for 3 cycles. The
SIERRA-1 code [6], developed jointly by Siemens-SPC and Siemens-KWU was used as a
best-estimate code in the first case. Case 2 comprised 10 fuel assemblies, 17x17 type, to be
inserted in a PWR reload for 4 cycles. The best-estimate fuel code used for the second case
was CARO-E [1], developed at Siemens-KWU. hi both cases, design tolerance ranges have
been used for fabrication values and the four-fold core symmetry was applied to reduce by 4
the number of fuel rods analyzed (3960 in the first case and 2640 in the second case). The
output parameter considered was the maximum value the internal gas pressure attains during
irradiation.

The calculations performed with SIERRA-1 considered variation according to a normal
distribution of the following fabrication parameters: cladding outer and inner diameters, pellet
diameter and initial filling gas pressure. Because no uncertainty range was available for
modeling parameters, nominal values of calibrating factors for different models have been
used with the exception of the densification model where the calibrating factor was set to the
extreme value corresponding to the fastest and largest densification. This is consistent with
the fission gas release model which was found during benchmarking calculations to slightly
over-predict for the region of fission gas release expected during normal operation (a best-
estimate agreement is achieved for the whole benchmarking domain). The linear power was
assumed to be normally distributed around the nominal values with a +1-5% uncertainty range
(covering a 2 a band), which covers the calculational and measurement uncertainty associated
with linear power estimation.

The SMC method was used in Case 1 as sampling technique after the initial selection step.
This selection step consisted in running all power histories with the extreme combination of
input variables, namely, maximum pellet-to-cladding radial gap and maximum initial filling
gas. A total of 18 fuel rods, coming from two fuel assemblies, were found to have exceeded
coolant pressure of 155 bar (taken as the threshold). The whole population can be divided into
two groups with peak values around 120 bar and 140 bar, respectively. It is worth
remembering that this is the equivalent of the conservative deterministic calculation since it
assumes bounding tolerance range values for all rods, while in reality the fuel rods'
characteristics cover only a part of the whole tolerance domain and they can not have
simultaneously extreme values for all their characteristics. It is apparent that the selection
process offers a clear advantage in saving computational time by focusing on only 18 fuel
rods out of a total of 3960.
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The next step implies the evaluation of the gas pressure value that corresponds to the 1-
expected fuel rod exceeding the coolant pressure, taken as the criterion for Case 1. This
amounts, according to the theory presented in Section 4, to obtaining the quantile of the
overall distribution (all possible gas pressure values of all the 18 fuel rods) corresponding to

the fraction of , which is equivalent 1-expected fuel rod exceeding the threshold in the

whole core. A large number of runs, 60 x 18 = 1080, was possible in this case, owing to the
reduced number of fuel rods with their maximum gas pressure exceeding the threshold. The
results are presented in Figures 1 and 2, in terms of cumulative distribution and histogram.
The 1-expected fuel rod over threshold equivalent quantile is 136.6 bar and thus, meets the
criterion of being less than the coolant pressure of 155 bar, considered here as the threshold.
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FIG.l. Gas pressure cumulative distribution for bounding fuel rods, Case 1.

Finally, the extreme fuel rod (which attains the largest maximum pressure for the set of
extreme input values) is investigated statistically with the SMC sample of 300 to evaluate the
95 x 95 percentile. The results are presented in Figures 3 and 4 and the 95 x 95 percentile was
estimated as 138.6 bar, again satisfying the criterion. It is noticed that larger fluctuations are
present in the histogram, which is to be expected because of the smaller number of runs as
compared to Figure 2. Nevertheless, the statistical accuracy of the 95x95 percentile is not
impaired, on the contrary, it is actually over-estimated for the reduced number of runs.

The calculations performed with CARO-E for the second case considered variation according
to a normal distribution of the following fabrication parameters: cladding outer and inner
diameters, pellet diameter, initial filling gas pressure, plenum volume, pellet dishing volume
and pellet density. Four modeling parameters have been considered for the following models:
fission gas release and fuel densification-swelling with a normal distribution, and cladding
creep and pellet radial relocation with a log-normal distribution. In addition, the power history
was subject to a cycle-by-cycle variation of+/-10% (normal distribution with a 2 a band),
which represents a +1-5% variation of the average linear power during the irradiation lifetime.
The LHS method was used as the sampling technique and no selection step was imposed.
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FIG. 2. Gas pressure histogram for bounding fuel rods, Case 1.
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FIG. 4. Histogram of the extreme fuel rod gas pressure, Case 1.

hi this example, the analysis of UO2 fuel rods without lower plenum in 17 x 17 fuel
assemblies is considered. The corresponding reload management scheme contains power
histories, for which the design limit of maximum rod internal pressure (non lift-off criterion)
is nearly reached by using deterministic methods. On the other hand, the statistical analysis
shows a margin of about 30 bar, as shown in Figure 5. hi this analysis each of the power
histories has been taken into account 10 times in the Monte Carlo calculations. If the
statistical variation of the power histories is performed as described above, one can
demonstrate margins to cover variations of the given power histories for future reload
management schemes, or increased enrichment etc., the result being also presented in
Figure 5.

5. SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLE FOR ASSESSING STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTY
METHODOLOGY

The simplified example case consists of 590 rods, two input variables subject to uncertainty
and one output variable whose distribution is investigated both individually and in the global
sense defined before in Section 2. This bivariate case is amenable to exact analytical
calculations for individual rod output distributions and thus could be used as a validation case
for any numerical statistical procedure.

The code is represented in this simplified example by a response (transfer) function, which is
defined in such a way that the output values are the same order of magnitude as expected
fission gas release values in a real fuel rod. The two input values are denoted as P,
representing a combination of maximum linear power and UO2 diffusion coefficient and B,
representing the discharge burnup. The response function, Y, is given by:

Y=1E-1O*P 2 *B 3
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The two input variables are assumed to be independent and therefore for each rod the problem
is to evaluate the uncertainty propagation through the application of this transfer function.
Both the input variables, P and B and the output variable Y are continuous random variables
characterized by own probability distribution functions, pdf, and cumulative distribution
functions, cdf, which are related by:

fY(y) = dFY(y)/dy

where lower case f is the pdf and the upper case F is the cdf, while upper case Y represents a
random variable and lower case y represents the values of the random variable Y.

The cdf of the output random variable, Y, which is a bivariate function of P and B can be
calculated from the following relation:

\\fP,P(p)fB(b)dpdb
D={(p,b) , Y(p,b)<y)

where use has been made of the independence of the two input variables in which case the
joint pdf is simply the product of their two pdf s.

For this example the pdf for both input variables was considered to be either the uniform
distribution over given finite intervals, or the truncated (cut-off at three standard deviations)
normal distribution over the same finite intervals. With these assumptions the cdf and the pdf
of the output variable can be calculated analytically

The input variable sets for the 590 rods have been selected as follows: a high FGR (Fission
Gas Release) group of 160 rods starting with the highest FGR rod at p = 45 and b = 52 and
then progressively lower values in decrements of 0.05% for the other rods; a low FGR group
of 531 rods starting with the upper bound rod at p = 39 and b = 45 and then progressively
lower values in decrements of 0.05% for the rest of the rods. The uncertainty range for all
590 values of both P and B was assumed to be +/-10% of their respective nominal values.

The parametric sensitivity analysis in this bivariate case is straightforward and the bounding
input combination is easily determined as (maximum P, maximum B).

The shape and relative position of some pdf s revealed two aspects worth mentioning. First,
the pdf becomes wider for high-output rods, similar to what would be expected for real fuel
rods. Secondly, because of small differences between the input values for the rods in each of
the two groups there is an overlapping in results which creates an apparent global output
distribution. The overall output range for the 590 rods spans the interval [0.0148, 0.04568]

Although is possible in principle, an analytical evaluation of this amalgamation of the
individual distributions from all rods, it is impractical because of computational complexity.
A very good representation of the distribution can be derived by drawing a very large sample.
To that end, two runs of 100 and respectively 500 random values for each rod have been
processed with their comparison showing negligible differences, thus proving that the sample
size is sufficient for obtaining a faithful image of the overall population distribution. The
whole output range from all rods was divided into 100 classes of equal size and the relative
histogram was obtained.
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Then the cumulative distribution function was calculated by recursively adding the percentage
value of a given class to the sum of percentages from all prior classes. By numerically
differentiating this tabulated function, the probability distribution function can then be
obtained. The resulting functions in the case of uniform distribution for the input variables are
displayed in Figures 6 and 7. The quantile corresponding to the 1-rod expected to exceed the
threshold for this population of 590 rods was obtained from the derived cumulative
distribution and the corresponding percentile, p = 1-1/590 = 0.9983. For the uniform
distribution qp is 0.0395, while for the normal distribution qp is 0.0367. These are the
theoretical values against which numerical estimates have been evaluated. A study of the
effect of sample size and sampling method was carried out. The sample was drawn from
either the whole rod population, or the high FGR rod group, only. In each case the LHS and
SMC methods were repeated 100 times each, to estimate the scatter of the calculated
quantiles. The average and the standard deviation for the estimated quantiles are presented in
the table below, where the number of rods tabulated for the LHS method indicates the whole
rod population if it is equal to 590 and the group of highest FGR rods if it is equal to 59,
respectively.

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

FGR output

FIG. 6. Cumulative distribution function for all 590 rods.

160!
140
120
100

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

FGR output

FIG. 7. Probability distribution function for all 590 rods.

It is apparent by inspecting the tabulated average quantiles and their corresponding standard
deviations, that both methods are producing similar quantile values for the same sample size.
This is to be expected since the statistical procedure evaluates the tail end of the distribution.
The LHS method is more efficient than the SMC method when the overall cumulative
distribution is estimated. Since the basis of the non-parametric order statistics procedure is a
random sample, the increased uniformity of the LHS drawn sample has no clear advantage in
this case.
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Method type/Input
Distribution

LHS/Uniform
SMC/Uniform
LHS/Uniform
SMC/Uniform
LHS/Uniform
SMC/Uniform
LHS/Uniform
SMC/Uniform
LHS/Uniform
SMC/Uniform
SMC/Uniform
LHS/Normal
SMC/Normal
LHS/Normal
SMC/Normal
LHS/Normal
SMC/Normal

Number of
rods/Sample size

590/1770
590/1770
590/5900
590/5900

590/11800
590/11800

59/590
59/590

59/1180
59/1180
59/2360

590/5900
590/5900
59/1180
59/1180
59/177
59/177

Average Estimated qp

4.211E-2
4.217E-2
4.1142E-2
4.0962E-2
4.0406E-2
4.0524E-2
4.1107E-2
4.1126E-2
4.0542E-2
4.0519E-2
4.0221E-2
3.8342E-2
3.8188E-2
3.7699E-2
3.7655E-2
3.9741E-2
3.9456E-2

Standard Deviation

1.4E-3
1.1E-3
7.2E-4
7.6E-4
4.6E-4
4.6E-4
6.23E-4
7.39E-4
4.55E-4
4.61E-4
2.68E-4
8.2E-4
8.7E-4

4.82E-4
4.29E-4
1.71E-3
1.67E-3

0.0455

0.0445

| 0.0435
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FIG. 8. Spread of calculated quantities.

120

It can be concluded, from the parametric study presented in the above table, that the statistical
method produces conservative results. This means that the estimated quantiles are typically
well above the exact theoretical quantile. The smaller the sample size, the larger the over
prediction is. At the same time the scatter of possible outcomes for the quantile is larger when
a reduced sample size is used. This is exemplified in Figure 8 for the case when all 590 rods
were used to draw samples of 11 800 realizations.

The results also show the advantage of using only the rods (the high FGR rods in our case)
that affect the upper tail end of the distribution where the sought after percentile is situated.
The same result is obtained in the 59/590 case as in the 590/5900 case, but with 10 times
fewer calculations. The results also show the impact of the distribution function of the input
variables for otherwise the same total variation range and sampling method. The normal
distribution case produces less spread and smaller estimated quantiles in both the theoretical
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and numerical cases, in comparison with the uniform distribution case. This proves that using
a uniform distribution is conservative when no information on the input variable distribution
is available. Also, it reinforces the need for and advantage of working with real input variable
distributions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The best-estimate methodology presented in the paper is based on theoretically sound Monte-
Carlo and non-parametric order statistics methods. It assumes the availability of a best-
estimate fuel performance code and relies on good databases for fabrication and modeling
parameters.

Two examples of applying the methodology have been presented. The internal gas pressure
was considered as the output parameter of interest in connection with a coolant pressure
threshold.

The statistical design methodology is potentially a powerful tool for assessing the behavior of
the fuel rods in a reactor core. It has the capability of characterizing the degree of
conservatism through the statistical evaluation of numbers of fuel rods coming close to a
design limit or by making statements about the statistical certainty for the actual occurrence of
extreme cases.
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